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Energy Service 

 
MINUTES 

 

Meeting Date Time Location 

BEN & BCC Meeting 03.03.2016 10:00 –

12:15 

Canningford House, 

38 Victoria St, BS1 6BY 

Attendees 

Renewables: 

Richard Lowe (RL), Aimee Williams (AW), Dave Tudgey (DT), Andy O’Brien (AB), David 

Saunders (DS), Andy Kent (AK) 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

WUB: 

BCC – Elena Beianu (EB), Kate Watson (KW), Sarah Sims (SS) 

Bishopston, Cotham and Redland Energy Group – Andy  

Bristol Energy Network – Dave Tudgey (DT), Zoe Banks (ZB) 

 

 

Agenda 

Item 
Discussion Points/ Outcomes & Actions Actions 

Renewa

bles 

  

 Website 

 The data should be more visible  

 We have access to lots of data such as the Community 

owned generation which would be great to celebrate on the 

website 

 

 

 New developments need to be heat network ready as per the Bristol 

Local Development Plan: 

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/Core%20Strateg

y%20WEB%20PDF%20(low%20res%20with%20links)_0.pdf/f350d1

29-d39c-4d48-9451-1f84713a0ed8 

 

Kieran Highman to be invited to the next meeting to discuss the heat 

networks.  

 

Who is Andy Luke’s replacement? They should be invited to the next 

meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DT 

 

 

RL 

 On 1st March 2016 DECC released a consultation on reforms to the  

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/Core%20Strategy%20WEB%20PDF%20(low%20res%20with%20links)_0.pdf/f350d129-d39c-4d48-9451-1f84713a0ed8
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/Core%20Strategy%20WEB%20PDF%20(low%20res%20with%20links)_0.pdf/f350d129-d39c-4d48-9451-1f84713a0ed8
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/Core%20Strategy%20WEB%20PDF%20(low%20res%20with%20links)_0.pdf/f350d129-d39c-4d48-9451-1f84713a0ed8
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Agenda 

Item 
Discussion Points/ Outcomes & Actions Actions 

Capacity Market: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consultation-on-

reforms-to-the-capacity-market-march-2016  

Richard to provide comments.  

 

The Green Hedge ‘Energy Barn’ has been in contact with BCC as a 

green alternative to peaking plants. The idea is that you can lease 

an area to fit a shed full of off grid batteries which can cope with 

electricity demand.  

 

A new housing development is being built in Lawrence Weston 

subject to planning conditions. However, battery storage has been 

suggested and this could be a potential project and could include an 

energy barn. 

 

BEN is working with an energy group in Lockleaze who are part of 

the anti-diesel movement who may support the energy barn. 

 

 

 

RL 

 BCC updates/comments 

 BCC are working on a new solar model with 0% FIT.  

 

 BCC recently met with all contractors on the Solar PV 

framework to discuss going forward and feedback so far is 

that new build properties are more appealing.  

 

 BCC are looking at community and corporate buildings within 

BCC stock but it is becoming more apparent that the 

commercial estate on long term leases where BCC are the 

ultimate landlord may be more feasible to get the type of roof 

which will fit into the new model. 

 

 Exploring the use of battery storage to time shift so that more 

usage is being used on site. 

 

 BCC have a £47m cabinet approved pipeline for solar and so 

far we have only spent £6m. Looking at getting approval to 

use this money on other renewables due to the recent FIT 

tariff changes. Any new project has to be viable due to all of 

the internal approvals. IRR – 3.5 – 5%. No date for when the 

money needs to be sent. 

 

 

 It may be a good idea to create an Energy Future group to discuss 

potential project plans and make them happen. Invest to save. 

Currently have the resource available to undertake studies but then 

projects don’t follow up. 

 

Transport for London (TFL) have public market borrowing 

 

https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consultation-on-reforms-to-the-capacity-market-march-2016
https://www.gov.uk/government/consultations/consultation-on-reforms-to-the-capacity-market-march-2016
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Agenda 

Item 
Discussion Points/ Outcomes & Actions Actions 

programmes which involves green bonds worth £400m investment. 

Invest to save. Viable of projects at 0% FIT isn’t good. 

 

WUB   

 Share the DH modelling for small scale new developments (at 

the micro level) 

Richard 

Lowe/ 

Kieran 

Highma

n 

 Facilitated session 

What worked well? 

 community engagement 

 show home as a demonstrator for energy efficiency measures 

 street meets, street parties, street art, energy bike – art 

transcending boundaries  

 the façade of the show home / mural, which has been 

acknowledged by several people 

 community champions, the way they engaged and the way 

the continued the legacy (Claire Harris, Pete) 

 different options available within the scheme (not just EWI, 

but several other measures) 

 scheme good it was not just for home-owners but also for 

landlords 

 finance available – very important for customers that could 

not afford to have energy efficiency measures without the 

help of funding 

 local press 

What did not work so well? 

Funding bid 

 confidentiality – not able to share certain information with 

other member of the energy groups during the development 

of the bid 

 BEN – did not have enough financial resources to support 

WUB scheme 

Procurement / Green Deal Provider 

 EEG – already aware that CE was a poor provider and not 

confident the Council undertook enough checks  

 how prescriptive was the contract?; e.g. in the contract it was 

stipulated that “every door will be knocked” 

Implementation of contract 

 there was no oversight of the contract – an independent body 

that could ensure that the Delivery Partner was complying 

with the contract 

 Clerk of works – Council should have employed Clerk of 

Works to ensure the DP was completing the work on site 

 lack of back-up information (no facts and figures, costs, U-

values, next steps) that could have triggered more potential 
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Agenda 

Item 
Discussion Points/ Outcomes & Actions Actions 

customers 

Implementation 

 communication issues with CE 

 lack of coordination between installers (installations not 

starting at the same time on the same street) 

 lack of local labour (CO2 savings, but high travel miles made 

by surveyors etc.) 

 poor working conditions 

 poor reporting from the Council re customer experience 

Things to be improved for the future 

 improved / better communication between energy community 

groups and the Council 

 installers guide – should be implemented in the work of the 

scheme, looking at individual properties rather than one-size-

fits-all approach; focusing on the quality of materials, design, 

installers, work 

 the framework for local SME to be improved; community 

groups to be more involved with the Council 

 referral fees – to be improved as at the moment it doesn’t 

capture the real work done by the community groups; the 

solution – a percentage of the profit to be given to community 

groups; if no profit is made to be included in the operational 

amount 

 General Update on WUB 

 BCC is still managing the installers and completing the WIP 

jobs 

 139 completed jobs so far 

 300 solid wall jobs remaining to be completed by the end of 

Sept, as they have grant funding attached to the quotes 

 BCC is lacking on staff and in-house skills 

 Monitoring complaints and complaints though the call centre 

 H&S and quality checks are done – 94% pass rate for the 

inspections we have been doing; 100% on C3 checks (post-

installations) 

 ECO measures have saved over 22.5 tonnes of carbon 

 4 formal complaints (through Salesforce/Your voice), 7 other 

complaints and 12 compliments  

 Website: “Important info on CE” and “Planning guide” the 

main pages accessed by people 

 Business plan – under development 

 

 


